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Venture into Sub-Saharan Africa

UCEAP offers unique locations, diverse themes, and welcoming communities. Whether your interest is ecological conservation, economic empowerment, development studies, or public health, UCEAP Africa welcomes you.

Botswana – focus on public health or courses in your arts and science major

Ghana – community service, internships, and independent research reveal the country’s attributes

Senegal – study French and Wolof or explore development with new perspective

South Africa – witness its progress and observe the challenges in the ongoing social transformation

Tanzania – observe adaptability and resources in education, preventative health care, environmental protection, and more

I had such an amazing time in Ghana. I found it very difficult to leave the beautiful people I met, the vibrant culture, and the fabulous cloth! My memories and experiences in Ghana have changed me as a person and will stay with me for a lifetime.

—UCEAP Ghana Returnee

Start Your Journey Today

eap.ucop.edu